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Abstract: For people who are not adequately versed in language, writing may be a 

challenging task as they often encounter difficulties in finding suitable expressions. 

This paper demonstrates WOW, a novel input method editor based revision assistant 

that focus on recommending appropriate and graceful text snippets in scientific 

writings. To achieve this goal, this system incorporates two major technical 

characteristics, namely constructing backend knowledge base from a large amount of 

materials beforehand and recommending text snippets in real-time by utilizing the 

input context. 
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1. Introduction 

 

For people who are not adequately versed in language, writing may be a challenging 

task as they often encounter difficulties in finding suitable expressions, thus 

sometimes they may be not confident with their writings. For example, non-native 

speakers may write in ungrammatical English, which is sometimes influenced by their 

mother languages, e.g., “Chinglish” or “Japanglish” (Xiao et al., 2006) [10]. Besides the 

time spent on idea and content development, much effort is expended in enhancing 

expressions. Thus, suggestions, such as useful snippets or patterns, are helpful if 

provided real-timely through an analysis of the writing context. Sometimes, users may 

be dissatisfied with the current text they have entered and would like to see more 

suitable recommendations so that they can rephrase the original inputs to more 

appropriate expressions before finalizing their text.  

In this paper, we propose an IME (Input Method Editor) based revision assistant called 

WOW (Wonderful Words) that focus on recommending appropriate and graceful text 

snippets for English scientific writings. WOW actively triggers the recommendation 

process sensitively when the user presses a new character. After browsing the 

recommended results, user can revise their original expressions accordingly or directly 
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adopt an item, which will be inserted into the current area for successive processing. 

Statistics shows that almost all users who need to write in English have enough 

knowledge of English (Liu et al., 2000) [4], thus they can easily choose well-written text 

from the recommended results.  

Writing-assistance techniques have attracted the attention of researchers, and some 

systems have emerged (Liu et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2018) [1] [4] [6] in 

recent decades. Their foci include assisting writers efficiently in their mother language 

(Liu et al., 2000) [4], accelerating the writing process by using question-driven 

framework patterns (Yang et al., 2000; Sun et al., 2007) [8] [11], and providing multilevel 

context-sensitive suggestions by mining from a large-scale corpus (Chen et al., 2012; 

Yen et al., 2015) [1] [12], and retrieves the useful knowledge in the related work for 

references (Huang et al., 2017) [14]. 

Compared with other related work, such as write-ahead (Yen et al., 2015) [12] and 

write-righter (Liu et al., 2016) [5], we developed some novel strategies for recognizing 

stable patterns in sentences for phrase prediction. Different from previous systems 

such as EAME (Yang et al., 2000) [8], in which the templates are formed manually, our 

system constructs knowledge base by mining from a real large corpus; thus, many 

patterns can be formed without manual labor. Although Google Suggest is similar to our 

system, its purpose is to help users search for suitable queries, which are mainly based 

on the query log of the search engine. By contrast, our system’s focus is providing 

assistance with writing, and many context factors are considered to recommend 

suitable items. Our system also attempt to predict and recommend sentence patterns 

to be used, thus it will be also helpful when writing long and complex expressions. 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 The overall architecture of WOW. 
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   Fig. 2 One example sentence (words in italic type: structure words; words in square 

brackets: topic words) which contains typical scientific writing patterns. 

 

The overview of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1. While the system is started, all the 

resources are loaded which include the pre-trained word vectors, topic models, 

pre-constructed multi-level knowledge base and user’s input history. Then user can use 

our system to type words in their own favorite editors like Microsoft Word, Notepad and 

so on. At first, when user type several characters, word list will be recommended which 

usually start with the current input characters. When space is detected from the input, 

which usually means user has typed at least one word, the system will generate and 

provide the phrase recommendation list by utilizing current input context, input history, 

and knowledge base. If the user types more words continuously, the system will further 

recommend several sentence patterns, which may be helpful for writing the phrases to 

be used next. For example, if the current input is We present a method based on, then 

the phrases like for the prediction of may be included in the recommended sentence 

patterns, as shown by one example sentence in Fig. 2. 

The contributions of this work are three-fold. First, we introduce a new interaction 

paradigm, in which users can receive intelligent, real-time multi-level writing 

suggestions. Our system is integrated with input method editor; thus, users can enjoy 

improved recommendation experience without leaving their editing environment, 

unlike when using search engines for acquiring information. Second, we developed a 

sentence pattern mining method, by which the sentence pattern library is constructed 

by mining from a real large corpus. By this method, many helpful templates can be 

formed to assist in recommending sentence patterns, which are helpful for writing long 

and complex expressions. Finally, to make the recommended results meet users’ 

personal needs, we also attempt to infer users’ writing intention by utilizing both 

current input and input history.  

 

2.   Resources 

 

In the initial stage of the WOW project, we focus on computer discipline, and the 

experimental materials used in the system are mainly derived from the online scientific 

research source ScienceDirect (https://www.sciencedirect.com/). We use NLTK 
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(http://www.nltk.org/) to segment each of the articles in the corpus into sentences, 

and perform tokenization and POS tagging. Table 1 shows the resource information 

used in this system. 

 

Table 1. Resource information 

Items Information 

Article corpus size 320 MB 

Total word count 40, 488 

Total phrase count 153, 545 

Total sentence pattern count 9, 260 

  

3. Design of Components 

 

3.1. Knowledge Base Construction 

 

It is well understood that there are many relatively stable writing patterns which can 

help express authors’ ideas in scientific writing. For example, in Fig. 2, the words in 

italics are useful for expressing the same logical relationship, although the content in 

square brackets may be different. Correspondingly, flexible use of such kinds of 

patterns is conducive to revision and will make the article more elegant. Whereas 

non-native speakers may have difficulty using these phrases to make their ideas well 

understood by readers. 

Two different perspectives are considered to extract sentence patterns from a real 

corpus, and they are based on our two intuitions. First, pattern words are usually 

non-topic words, thus the remained words are more likely to be pattern words if we 

filtered the topic words; Second, pattern words are usually widely used words, thus 

they may be shown in most domains compared with topic words. 

We first try to identify the topic words in each sentence by document-level analysis, 

given the fact that topic words are related to the entire article from which the sentence 

is extracted. Our work is based on rapid automatic keyword extraction (RAKE) (Rose et 

al., 2010) [2],1 which is an algorithm for automatically extracting keywords from 

documents. Keywords, which are sequences of one or more words, provide a compact 

representation of content. In our system, we used candidate topic words, which are 

usually extracted before the final keyword extraction, for pattern extraction. In this 

paper,  denotes the topic score of word w. 

We further identified non-topic words from another perspective. Different from topic 

words which usually occur in some particular domains, pattern words, such as the ones 

                                                           

1 https://github.com/aneesha/RAKE  

https://github.com/aneesha/RAKE
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in The proposed methods are designed for, may be used widely and shown in most 

domains. We designed an entropy-based method, which is called topic entropy ( ) 

in this paper, to assist in the search for such words. Suppose each word  falls under M 

(e.g., 10) topics and  is the probability of  in each topic , then the topic entropy of 

 can be calculated as follows: 

                    (1) 
In this system, Gaussian LDA for topic models with word embeddings (Das et al., 2015)2 

[13] is used for topic analysis as this model can mine hidden topics and all terms that 

belong to each topic and their corresponding probabilities, although other models such 

as Mallet LDA (McCallum et al., 2002) [7] can also be used to derive the topic 

distribution. Consequently, the higher the topic entropy value is, the more likely the 

word is a pattern word. In Table 2, we give the top 30 words which have the biggest 

 value. 

Table 2. Top 30 words with the biggest  value. 

Words  Words  Words  

'of' 2.9957 'with'  2.8332 'both' 2.5649 

'the’ 2.9957 'an' 2.7725 'these'  2.5649 

'in' 2.9957 'that'  2.7725 'it',  2.5649 

'and' 2.9957 'as' 2.7080 'two' 2.4849 

'used' 2.9444 'which'  2.7080 'model'  2.4849 

'to' 2.9444 'this'  2.7080 'different'  2.4849 

'for'  2.9444 'on' 2.7080 'one' 2.4849 

'by'  2.8903 ‘using' 2.6390 'new'  2.4849 

'ls' 2.8903 'from' 2.6390 'also'  2.3978 

'are'  2.8332 'we'  2.63905 'at'  2.3978 

 

We use a linear combination to compute the comprehensive structure score for 

each word  as follows:  

                                                 (2) 

where denote the weights of the two perspectives discussed so that we can tune 

the contribution of each score. We used standardized scaling to perform data 

normalization.  

Then, successive words with high scores can be used as candidate structural phrase 

patterns, and  candidate sentence patterns can also be extracted correspondingly. To 

ensure that only valuable sentence patterns, e.g., the words in italic type in Fig. 2, are 

used in our system, we discarded pattern sentences that have less than three pattern 

                                                           

2 https://github.com/mansweet/Gaussian-LDA-word2vec  

https://github.com/mansweet/Gaussian-LDA-word2vec
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words. We further count the frequency of each candidate phrase pattern in the corpus 

and rank them in order to recommend common phrases. In addition, the length of 

phrases obtained by the above methods is different, whereas in practical application, 

phrases composed of many words are obviously more helpful, thus the default number 

of words of each phrase pattern is set to six in this paper after many comparisons. 

 

3.2. Recommendation 

 

There are two kinds of recommendations. One kind is that, when user type several 

words, the system will produce a phrase list that the user can refer to for revision of the 

current input. In general, the recommended phrases of this stage start with the current 

input. As detecting the user’s input preference will be helpful for providing personalized 

recommendation, our system also try to infer user’s topic category from input history 

and re-rank the recommended results by considering the topic preference and the 

comprehensive rank of each phrase in the knowledge base. Another kind of 

recommendation is that, when the user type many words continuously (more than four 

by default), the system will predict and recommend sentence patterns to be used. We 

will describe these details as follows. 

3.3. Topic Classification and Detection 

When the user’s input history has a sufficient number of words (e.g., in multiples 

of 1000), the history can be analyzed to infer the user preference (e.g., the focused 

topic ). Two models are developed for topic classification and detection: the text CNN 

(Kim, 2014) [3] and the LSTM RNN (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) [15]. We 

pretrained 10 different topics, each of which has approximately 10,000 sentences. Our 

system adopts LSTM RNN as the default model, which will be run offline if the users 

want to exert preference influence on the ranking results, especially when they have 

changed their writing topics. After the topic preference has been considered, the 

problem becomes “how to re-rank the phrase list by utilizing the user’s input history.” 

We use the methods in §3.1 to re-construct the knowledge base by mixing the general 

corpus and the corpus in the detected topic to reflect the effect of the personal 

preference.  

3.4. Sentence Pattern Prediction 

The system will predict and recommend sentence patterns when user has typed many 

words of the sentence. Recall the example that if the current input is we present a 

method, then the phrase such as which can effectively solve the problem of may be 

shown in the recommended sentence patterns, which can help writing long expressions. 

Given the user’s current typed snippet, we use cosine similarity of pre-trained word 

vectors to retrieve the most similar sentence patterns from the constructed knowledge 

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=8BwaQPT46JHWAQhNKclrafaP1cGzRwyLe-DBRNORoVeBx_QuWi-nvbt-xu9RKb9eRhwCeCOvGBhOSFn2JOLtauiETFCpTqLZ5I23IE27VK6adiPLpD6c3BDgdgcBAw9d
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base (see§3.1). Word2vec is used to train the word vectors from the entire corpus 

beforehand. According to Mikolov et al. (2013) [9], the candidate sentence patterns 

with the most similarities are usually syntactically and semantically similar to the 

original input. 

 

4. Experiments 

 

Fig. 3 provides two interaction example, which includes (a) recommendation of phrases 

which can help user make revision of the current input, (b) predicting the sentence 

patterns to be used. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3 Screenshots of our system. 

 

In order to assess the performance, the following human evaluation was implemented. 

A total of ten sentences were randomly selected as the input. To eliminate the influence 

of personal preferences, we invited 5 volunteers as human judgers. While they are 

typing these sentences, we ask them to rate the suggestions based on how useful they 

are, or how likely they are going to pick the suggestions. Each judger needs to give 

score (1-5) for each recommendation level (L1: words; L2: phrase patterns; L3: 

sentence patterns). The average scores on different levels are shown in Table 2. The 

total average of L1, L2 and L3 is 4.46, 3.74, 3.43 respectively, which indicates that 

higher level recommendation is more difficult. Additionally, when we checked the 

recommendations which were given low score, we found that these sentences were 

generally too short or have fewer structure words, and as a result the recommendation 

were not that reliable. 
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Table 3. Average human evaluation score of three kinds recommendation on different 

sentences (S1-S10). 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 

L1 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.7 4.4 

L2 3.7 4.1 3.7 4.1 4.2 3.2 3.1 4.0 3.4 3.9 

L3 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.5 3.7 2.9 3.3 3.7 3.1 3.5 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

We developed a writing assistant system that provides multi-level recommendations to 

help users improve their writing quality or simply learn how to write. Our system may 

still be improved further in future work. For example, we are interested in developing a 

function similar to paraphrase recommendation, i.e., generating a sentence that has 

the same meaning as that of the original input but with a better pattern. This may be 

achieved by utilizing the parallel corpora that include the users’ inputs and their 

choices. 
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